Equipment list – Survival and camping:
Tent

Better tent

Rob-Co ® XTreme - tent

Tent pole
-wood
-metal
-plastics

Stakes
(10 pieces)

An easily disassembled, quickly built tent made from one canvas
cover, three tent poles and six stakes. More or less protects from
light rain. Big enough to be somewhat comfortable for two
persons.

s.a. 50 $

A middling quality pre War tent as they were sold in super
markets. Protects from rain and light to middling wind. Big
enough for three people – or four, if you don't mind getting very
familiar.

s.a. 100 $

The best of the best straight from the Camping Expo in 2076 in
Chicago. Offers comfortable space for 6, weighs relatively little
and offers all imaginable comforts in 3 partitions. Protects from
strong rain, strong winds and even light radiation.

400 $

A simple, long, staff, either of wood, metal or plastics. Long
enough and stable enough to hold up even a heavy tent cover, if
it's raised properly and anchored well. Prices depend on the
quality and material. The first step towards a self built tent or a big
pavilion.
Also useable as a melee weapon, depending on the length either as
a club or a staff.

s.a. 20 $
- s.a. 50 $
- s.a. 35 $

A simple piece of metal, usually curved at one end or flattened in
such a way, that it's easily rammed into the soil with a hammer.

s.a. 10 $

s.a. 10
pounds

s.a. 5
pounds

15 pounds

s.a. 4
pounds

s.a. 2 po.
Wool blanket

A simple, but usually quite well and artistically woven blanket for s.a. 20 $
cold nights or a nice day in the park or such. Available in the most
diverse color and sizes, as well as the most diverse qualities.
s.a. 4 po.

Rescue blanket

A technical miracle of the pre War society, this piece of golden and s.a. 10 $
silver colored foil keeps either warm or cold – depending on
which one uses. On the other hand, it's neither the most
1 pound
comfortable or silent method to bed oneself. Mass produced and
can be found in many car ruins.

Hammock

A simple hammock, completely made of cloth, braided or
produced in some other fashion. Very comfortable for a lunch
break nap or a whole night's sleep, in the knowledge that one is
safe from most pests.

s.a. 25 $

A very comfortable method to bed oneself on the road. When
using only a sleeping bad, one lies warm, but still only on the
floor. On the other hand, a sleeping bag is easy to transport.

s.a. 60 $

Sleeping bag

2 pounds

4 pounds

Cot

A simple, folding bed, that's easily disassembled into a few easy to s.a. 150 $
transport rods and a cloth plane. Not as comfortable as a king
sized bed with a down mattress – but much easier to carry through s.a. 16
the Wasteland. But one shouldn't try strenuous bed sports in it –
pounds
risk of injury.

Rope

“Charlie Bronson had a rope in each of his movies, and he always
needed it ...” Ropes can be found in the Wasteland in differing
qualities. This one has been braided after the War and is of poor
quality.

20 $
3 pounds
per 20
Meters

Buckskin lasso

A brahmin leather lasso, that's quite strong enough for use on a
ranch. If it's strong enough to pull a brahmin bull out of a
stampede, it's strong enough to rope a human down someplace or
similar fun activities.

50 $
2 pounds
per 20 m

Nylon rope

The best rope that can be found in the Wasteland. Before the great 85 $
War, these were produced to the highest quality standards.
1 pound
per 20
Meter

Rope ladder

A simple ladder, which has the vertical parts – and often the
horizontal parts, too – made of some kind of rope. It simplifies
climbing by a lot and is available in various lengths and qualities.

s.a. 50 $
s.a. 2
pounds/
Meter

Grappling hook

A kind of grappling hook used to climb high rock faces or building 45 $
roofs. It can often be “fired” out of certain, air pressure using
guns.
1 pound

Grappling hook
pistol

A device that catapults a grappling hook wide. Be it an air pressure s.a. 150 $
using spud gun, or a special grenade launcher or what else. What
ever it is, it can launch a grappling hook farther than most humans s.a. 4
can throw it. Even further than a Super Mutant can throw it, with pounds
the better models.

Piton

A hook that's meant to be hammered into a rock face, to help the
following climbers with the climb.

s.a. 15 $
0,8 pounds

Carabiner

Shovel

A simple snap fit to attach pretty much everything you want to. It
will only open one way and even that relatively laborious.
Indispensable for many climbing actions.

s.a. 20 $

A common, big shovel to dig holes in the ground.

30 $

0,3 pounds

8 pounds
Folding shovel

A folding shovel of military provenience. Ideal addition to the
marching pack and used to dig trenches and latrines.

50 $
5 pounds

Hand ax

A small ax, perfect to cut firewood. For it's use as a melee weapon, 40 $
please check the melee weapons list.
6 pounds

Woodcutter's ax
(pre War)

Straight out of the local hardware store. For it's use as a melee
weapon, please check the melee weapons list.

60 $
16 pounds

Woodcutter's ax
(post War)

Not the best, but good enough for the stunted woods that grow
45 $
after the War. A simple iron blade on a wood shaft. For it's use as a
melee weapon, please check the melee weapons list.
18 pounds

Plastics plane

A big piece of plastic's plane. Price refers to the square meter.
Ideal for camping.

25 $
6 pounds

Tarpaulin

A big plane of cloth, at least somewhat suited to camping. Price
refers to the square meter.

18 $
7 pounds

Binoculars

Military binoculars. Sounds good, huh?
Not really. Built by the cheapest supplier.

45 $
4 pounds

RobcoBinoculars

Very expensive, very well built binocular with the lenses coming
from far away Switzerland. A lightweight construction, mounted
together by the highest standards. Built like they only could do it
before the War.

95 $
3 pounds

NightvisionBinoculars

Binoculars with night vision equipment mounted in front of it. The 160 $
best of the best. With this, you can see your enemies creep up in
the dark, long before they know what a ridiculously high price you 7 pounds
paid for your equipment.

Hiking stick

A simple, long piece of wood or a complex metal rod with hard
rubber grips and a stainless steel tip that's made for rough terrain:
the choice is big. This way or another, this device eases long
wanderings.
(Can be used as an improvised melee weapon, look up 'staff').

Camping stool

s.a. 15 $
s.a. 1
pound

Before the War, especially popular with fishers. A relatively
s.a. 20 $
comfortable seat for on the road, especially for people with a small
derriere. For everyone else, “comfortable” is a vague concept in
s.a. 1,5
conjunction with these.
pounds

